Preoperative evaluation of inferior vena cava involvement secondary to malignant abdominal neoplasms.
The authors report their experience of different imaging techniques (US, CT, MRI, and cavography) used to evaluate inferior vena cava involvement due to abdominal malignant neoplasms. The study is a retrospective analysis of preoperative data on 15 patients of both sexes in comparison with intraoperative and/or pathological findings. All patients underwent ultrasonography, with good results in all the venous segments studied, as for the CT scan; the limitation of both techniques is the unsafe evaluation of venous wall involvement when the neoplastic tissue is confined inside the vessel. The results obtained using MRI seem to be very encouraging, but we only studied three cases with this technique, and so cannot assess the real value of the method. In nine patients we performed inferior cava phlebography: we believe this to be a very reliable exam to demonstrate vessel wall invasion, even if it is a very invasive procedure, its limits being the inability to observe proximal thrombotic extension when the vein is completely obstructed by the tumor. On the basis of their experience the authors suggest a multi-technique imaging diagnostic procedure for preoperative staging with a view to obtaining as much information as possible to correctly program surgical procedure.